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Abstract 
Hartmanis, J. and L.A. Hemachandra, One-way functions and the nsnisomorphism of NP- 
complete sets (Note), Theoretical Computer Science 81 ( 1991) 155-163. 
The One-way Conjecture states that the existence of nonisomorphic NP-complete sets implies the 
existence of one-way functions. This paper gives a relativized counterexample to the conjecture 
by constructing a relativized world that has nonisomorphic NP-complete sets, but lacks one-way 
functions. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Overview of resdts 
Sets A and B are p-isomorphic if and only if there exists a polynomial-time 
computable, onto, one-to-one reduction of whose inverse is also polynomial- 
time computable. The Berman- artmanis Conjecture states that all NP-complete 
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sets are p-isomorphic [4]. Thus it asserts that there is only one NP-complete set, 
which appears in many guises. As evidence, Berman and Hartmanis prove that all 
NP-complete sets known at the time of their paper, and indeed all paddable 
N P-complete sets, are p-isomorphic. 
A rival view is championed by Joseph and Young [14]. Buoyed by possibly 
unpaddable NP-complete sets, they conjecture that all NP-complete sets are not 
p-isomorphic. Joseph and Young [26,14] also conjecture a connection between 
one-way functions and the Berman- Hartmanis Conjecture: 
Joseph-Young One-Way/Isomorphism Conjecture. If one-way functions exist, then 
there are non-p-isomorphic N P-complete sets. 
Whether this implication is in fact a complete characterization was raised as a 
question by Joseph and Young [26, Question 21, [ 14, Question 33, and is stated as 
a conjecture by Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [19, p. 1301. That is, [19] (see also 
[ l&11]) asserts that both the Joseph-Young One-Way/ Isomorphism Conjecture 
and its converse, the One-Way Conjecture, hold (and incorrectly attributes the latter 
conjecture- as does an earlier version of this paper-to the work of Joseph and 
Young). 
ay Conjecture. If there are non-p-isomorphic NP-complete sets, then one-way 
functions exist. 
As used in these conjectures, a one-way function is a polynomial-time computable, 
honest (i.e., it shrinks inputs at most polynomially), one-to-one function whose 
inverse cannot be computed in polynomial time. Grollmann and Selman [9] prove 
that orle-way functions exist if and only if P # UP, and in this paper we also freely 
make use of the relativized version of their theorem (which is also valid). The class 
UP is, as defined by Valiant [23], the class of languages accepted by NP machines 
that never have more than one accepting path per input. Such machines are some- 
times referred to as categorical Turing machines (see, e.g., [12]). 
Intuitive support for the Joseph-Young One-way/ Isomorphism Conjecture and 
the One-way Conjecture comes from the following observations. 
The NP-complete sets constructed by Joseph and Young to be potentially non-p- 
isomorphic to SAT are provably isomorphic to SAT if one-way functions do not 
exist [ 141. 
Ko, Long, and Du show that if one-way functions exist, then there are non-p- 
isomorphic 2-truth-table complete sets for exponential time [ 151. 
If one-way functions fail to exist, then all many-one complete sets for exponential 
time are p-isomorphic (see [ 18, pp. 381-3821, and also [3,24]). 
If a one-way function -1’ exists, the image f( SAT) will be NP-complete. However, 
a p-isomorphism between .f( SAT) and SAT conceivably might let us invert f ([25], 
see [27, p. 1461). 
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We call an oracle A reasonable if P” # NPA. Since both the Berman-Hartmanis 
Conjecture and the One-way Conjecture imply that P# NP, it follows that in all 
unre&rsonable relativized worlds the two conjectures are trivially refuted. 
Until now, no known reasonable oracle has refuted the One-way Conjecture. We 
construct such an oracle. This provides a relativized refutation not only of the 
One-way Conjecture, but also of the possible equivalence, raised as a question for 
study by Joseph and Young [14, Question 31, between the existence of one-way 
functions and the existence of nonisomorphic NP-complete sets. However, it does 
not refute the Joseph-Young One-way/ Isomorphism Conjecture. 
Our key result, which states that there is a relativized world where the One-way 
Conjecture fails, is that there is an oracle for which one-way functions do not exist 
yet non-p-isomorphic NP-complete sets exist. 
Theorem 2.11. There is a reasonable ( i.e., PA # NPA ) oracle A for which PA = UPA 
(that is, there are no one-way functions) yet there are sets that are s CA-complete for 
NPA and are non-p”-isomorphic. 
This strengthens a result of Kurtz, who first showed that there are relativized 
worlds in which the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails 1161. A slightly weaker 
version of Kurtz’s result was shown by Goldsmith and Joseph [8], and their 
techniques can be extended to prove Kurtz’s result [7]. 
Corollary 2.3 (Kurtz [ 161). There is a reasonable oracle A for which some 
<kA-complete sets fos NPA are not p”-isomorphic. 
Corollary 2.3 has recently been strengthened in an important paper by Kurtz, 
Mahaney, and Royer. They show that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails with 
probability 1 relative to a random oracle [20]. 
The techniques developed in [ 16,8] and our paper are flexible enough to not 
only prevent p”-isomorphism but also to spoil more powerful isomorphisms and 
1 -to- 1 reductions. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f(n) be any recursive function. There is a reasonable oracle A for 
which PA = UPA (thus no one-way functions exist relative to A) and there are 
G kA-complete sets for NPA that are not interreducible by 1 -to- 1 reductions computable 
in DTIMEAIO(f(n))]. 
Very nice reviews of work on the isomorphism conjecture appear in recent articles 
by Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer [ 18,19,17] and Young [27]; other important work 
related to the isomorphism conjecture has been done by Allender [ 1], Gsnesan [S], 
Ganesan and Homer [6], Hartmanis [lo], Homer and Selman [13], Ko, Long, and 
Du [15], Kurtz, Mahaney, a Royer [IS, 193, cung [21], and 
Watanabe [24]. In particular, omer and Selma is a relativized 
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world in which all the NPNP4 -complete sets are pA-is9mor 
Mahaney, and Royer 1183 shows that some bounded-trut 
exponential time have m-degrees (equivalence classes under 
time reductions) that collapse (contain a single p-isomorphism type), a 
and other work referenced above has shown m-degrees that fail to collapse. 
1.2. Overview of methods 
The method used in our relativized “there exist one-way functions @ there exist 
non-p-isomorphic NP-complete sets” result is that of density. We form two relativ- 
ized NP-complete sets that are of vastly differing densities (on certain prefixes), 
dnd show that their disparate densities preclude p-isomorphism. This idea is used 
by Kurtz [ 16] in his seminal nonisomorphism result; our goal is to ensure that we 
can simultaneously banish one-way functions and create relativized NP-complete 
sets of different densities. 
Our disproof of the One-way Conjecture starts with a relativization due to Raclcoff 
1221 that achieves PA = UPA # NPA, with an oracle A of a very special format. Given 
this underlying relativization, we display two NP-complete sets with vastly differing 
density properties. They cannot be p-isomorphic or even pA-isomorphic; apurported 
p”-isomorphism would have to map some elements in the more dense set onto 
tremendously large elements of the less dense set-larger than the pA-isomorphism 
can reach in polynomial time. Indeed, by making the densities radically different, 
we can defeat even more powerful isomorphisms. 
In summary, the inspiration for our disproof of the One-way Conjecture is the 
simple statement “P = NP.” When P = NP, there are NP-complete sets (e.g., {E) and 
27 - {E}) of vastly different densities that are thus not isomorphic. In our proof, PA 
is almost equal to NPA (just a sparse slice of the oracle keeps PA and NPA apart), 
ihus we can create NPA-complete sets of immensely different densities, which are 
necessarily non-pA-isomorphic. 
artmanis Conjecture 
In this section we show that there is a reasonable (i.e., PA Z NPA) oracle A for 
which the One-way Conjecture is contradicted. We also show that there are relativ- 
ized worlds, A, in which there are NPA-complete sets that are not only non-PA- 
isomorphic but also are nonisomorphic under tremendously powerful isomorphisms. 
There is an oracle A that is 
able (i.e., PA # NPA), 
~u~cti~~s ( i.e., 
anis Conjecture (i.e., there are ~~A-complete 
ic). 
We use the foi!owing result of Rae 
(Rackoff [22]). There is a set A = PSPAC 
(1) PA=UPAZNPA, and 
(2) B has only strings of lengths from the widely spaced set 
,?C” - I 
Ed = p’- 
for i>Q. 
Rackoff’s actual result is that there is an oracle relative to which P = U 
The above lemma notes that it is possible to modify his construction to ensure that 
the oracle set is of a certain form that will be exploited in the proof of Theorem 
2.1; reaoers interested in details of the modification are referred to 
simplifies the proof by removing the explicit priority argument of 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The canonical complete set for NPA, t&i& defined below, 
is quite dense. We construct a second complete set & that has huge stretches over 
which it contains no strings. From this, it follows that the two sets cannot be 
pA-isomorphic. 
Let A be the set constructed in Lemma 2.2. Thus PA = UPA # NPA. and A has 
the special form described in Lemma 2.2. Let 
u&A = { I# x # Ni # padding 1 Nf(x) accepts in at most lpaddingl steps} 
Universal set UnivA is a canonical complete set for NPA. 
Our second complete set &, at lengths I “near” an element of E, codes in the 
obvious fashion all strings of uni& of length less than 1. At lengths / “far” from 
an element of E, & contains no elements. We say a length f is “near” an element 
of E if for some t E E we have 
1 E [log z,2*3. 
We must now show (Claim 1) that UA and uniuA are not pA-isomorphic and 
(Claim 2) that &+ is NPA-complete with respect o s kA reductions. 
Claim 1. uA and UniuA are not pA-isomorphic. 
It should be clear that UA and u&A are not pA-isomorphic. Why? Look at a 
length y that lives deep inside the black holes of u,& There will be over 2”/2 strin 
in L’nivA of length Gy. Now what strings in & can a pA-isomorphism map th 
s to? With y properly chosen, y is far less than the lo of the e, imme 
r than y, so the isomorphism cannot reach the strings in cf ustered around 
number of strings in 
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More precisely, let f be a purported p”-isomorphism of hivA and UA ; w.1.o.g. 
f is computable in DTIMEA[n”]. Choose j so large that 
2- .T“‘-’ < (log log ej)" <i log f?j. 
Set y = log log fTim NOW hivA has 32’72 = (log ej)/2 strings of length sy, since 
UnitlA is more than 50% dense at each length. Since yli < log ej, the strings of length 
sy cannot map to strings in UA clustered around ej (as these are all of length 
zlog cj). Thus our p”-isomorphism must map the (log 4$/2 strings onto the patches 
of UA clustered around e,, . . . , t?j_1. 
there are less than 2”“‘-’ 
Since the largest such patch extends to length 
2zL”-‘, strings in UA that can be reached by the isomor- 
phism. So our purported pA-isomorphism must map over (log ej)/2 strings in a 
l-to-l fashion onto fewer than 222’f-’ strings. But since we have assumed that 
2z2”-’ <(log ej)/2, this is impossible. So our assumption that there is a pA4so- 
morphism between Uq and UnivA is contradicted and Claim 1 is established. 
Claim 2. uA is G gA-complete for NP”. 
Clearly UA E NPA, since U&A E NPA and UA just codes in UnivA strings at certain 
lengths. Let L E NPA. We show L < kA UA. Given x we must reduce “X E L?” to a 
question of membership in UA. 
Simply put, if x is close to an ei (Case 2 below) we can reduce to a nice universal 
string coded into Ue4, and if x is not close to any ei (Case 1 below), we can discover 
by brute force all relevant strings of B and then use PPspACE =NPpsPkCE to determine 
if x E L. 
More precisely, asst.* L is accepted by machine NA running w.l.0.g. in 
NTIME”[ n’]. Here is our reduction. For all small x’s (i.e., those for which neither 
Case 1 nor Case 2 holds) use table lookup to see if x E L and map to an appropriate 
element of CIA. For all sufficiently large x either Case 1 or 2 will hold. Since 
{ 1”’ 1 In E E} E P, we can easily determine which case holds. 
Case 1: (3) [ei_l s log 1x1 and 1x1’ < ei]: Since ei_1 s log Ix], we can by brute force 
find all the strings in B of length up to ei-1 (by querying the oracle; recall that 
A = PSPACEO B and B has strings only at lengths e, , ez, . . .). Let 1M be the 
nondeterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing machine defined by 
M PSPACE(X # list) simulates NPSPA(‘E@/i.st (x), that is, whenever N queries the second 
componene of its oracle in the simulation, we answer “yes” to the query exactly 
when the query is a member of list. L( MPSPAcE) E NPPSPACE =PPSPAcE, and when 
the list correctly includes all elements of B that c&d be accessed uring the run 
of N”(x), as it does here, N”(x) accepts if and only if M psPA”E( x # list) accepts. 
Thus our p”-reduction actually determines if x E L( NA). If x E L( NA) we map to 
a fixed string known to be in V,, otherwise we map to a fixed string knc,wn to be 
out of UA. 
aeiAlogei<II#x# N#1!“‘]<2*“‘]: The string in 
# 11”“. By the assumption of Case 
thic length of UnivA are coded into 
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e/, at length 1+ i 1 # x # N # l’““1. So we simply reduce x to the location of V, that 
1 # x # N # I’“lf has been coded to. Thus we have reduced “X E L?” to a membership 
question about U,, and proved Claim 2. 
We have shown Claims 1 and 2 and thus proved Theorem 2.1. c3 
We can extract from Theorem 2.1 strong results about nonisomorphism of NP- 
complete sets. 
Stuart Kurtz [ 161 first proved--and the techniques developed ir [8] by Goldsmith 
and Joseph 173 can also prove-the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3 (Kurtz 1161). 7%ere is a reasonable oracle A for which there are 
< P-A 
‘m -complete sets for NPA that are not p”-isomorphic. 
The techniques of [ 16,8] and this paper can be extended naturally to other types 
of isomorphism. Indeed, if we choose the set E of Lemma 2.2 to be a simple set 
whose elements are very widely spaced, we can get NP-complete sets of vastly 
different densities, defeat powerful types of isomorphism, and simultaneously elimi- 
nate one-way functions. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1, except we 
use a version of Lemma 2.2 in which the spacing is enormous even compared with 
the run-time of the isomorphisms. 
Theorem 2.4. Let f(n) be any recursive function. There is a reasonable oracle A for 
which PA - UPA (thus no one-wa3) functions exist relative to A) and there are 
s P,;A-complete sets for NPA that are not isomorphic via any isomorphism computable 
in DTIMEAIO( f( n))]. 
For example, there is an oracle A for which there are sgA-complete sets for NPA 
that are not triple-exponential-timeA-isomorphic. 
Furthermore, it is clear from the density-based proof of Theorem 2.1 that not 
only are isomorphisms being precluded, but even l-to-l reductions are spoiled. This 
is because mapping a dense set onto an extremely sparse set with a polynomial-time 
l-to-l reduction is impossible. The generalizations to more powerful isomorphisms 
also apply in this case. Theorem 2.5 should be contrasted with the result of Ko, 
Long and Du that if one-way functions do exist, then there are 2-truth-table complete 
sets for exponential time that are equivalent with respect o l-to-l length-increasing 
polynomial-time reductions, but that are not p-isomorphic [ 151. 
core Let f(n) be czny recursive function. There is a reasonable oracle A for 
which PA = ;P” (thus no one-way functions exist relative to A) and there are 
s zA-complete sets for NPA that are not interreducible by H -to- reductions computable 
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Corollary 2.6. ITihere is a reasonable oracle A for which PA = UPA and not all NPA- 
complete sets are 1 -to- 1 p A-in terreducible. 
As a final note, all the oracles in the theorems of this paper can be made recursive. 
onclusious and open prob 
The One-way Conjecture states that one-way functions exist if there exist NP- 
complete sets that are not p-isomorphic. By displaying a reasonable (i.e., PA Z NPA) 
relativized world that has nonisomorphic NP-complete sets but lacks one-way 
functions, this paper has disproved the relativized version of the One-way Conjecture. 
The Berman-Hartmanis Conjecture says that all NP-complete sets are p-isomor- 
phic. We have given an extremely strong relativized disproof of this conjecture. 
Theorem 2.4 observes that there is a relativized world A in which there are 
skA-complete sets for NPA that not only are not pA-isomorphic, but which are 
nonisomorphic even with respect o tremendously powerful isomorphisms-and, in 
addition, in this relativized world, no one-way functions exist. 
The Joseph-Young One-way/ Isomorphism Conjecture [14) remains an important 
open problem: Are there relativized worlds in which (1) one-way functions exist 
yet (2) all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic? This would give an alternate refutation 
of the One-way Conjecture. Even (2) of this question is an open problem; it is not 
known if there is an oracle A for which all skA-complete sets for NPA are 
p”-isomorphic. The nearest results to this are the construction by Goldsmith and 
Joseph [8] of an oracle A for which all s $complete sets for NPA are pA-isomorphic, 
and a recent construction by Homer and Selman [13] of an oracle for which all 
NPNP” -complete sets are pA-isomorphic. 
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